
                    Lavaca Sidewalk Repair List - July 2023

PRIORITY SIDEWALK SECTION: CONDITION: NOTES: RECOMMENDATION:

1
Vance Street - from South Presa to
Labor Street Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block in between two mixed use business streets.
High foot traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

2
Jacob St. - from S. St. Mary's to South
Presa Poor condition

Residential block in between two mixed use business streets.
High foot traffic.

Repair sidewalks to provide a continuous pedestrian path that
is not dangerous

3
Vitra St. - from S. St. Mary's to South
Presa Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block in between two mixed use business streets.
High foot traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

4
Delaware Street - from Labor Street to
the dead end Hwy 37

Broken, uneven, or missing
sidewalk

Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use. High foot and bike traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path that is not dangerous

5
Staffel St. - between Florida and
Delaware St.

Broken, uneven or missing
sidewalk

Residential block including bus stop location. High foot and bike
traffic. Small children.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

6
Boerne St. - between Florida and
Delaware St.

Broken, uneven or missing
sidewalk

Residential block including bus stop location. High foot and bike
traffic. Small children.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

7
Refugio Street - from Indianola east to
the dead end gate Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use. High foot and bike traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

8 Riddle St. - from Vance to S. Presa Broken or missing sidewalk
Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use. High foot and bike traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

9 Lavaca Street - the 100 block Broken or missing sidewalk
Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use. High foot and bike traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

10
Biering St. - from S. St. Mary's
to South Presa Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block in between two mixed use business streets.
High foot traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

11
Callaghan Avenue - from S Presa to
Labor Street Broken or uneven sidewalk

Residential block in between two mixed use business streets.
High foot traffic.

Repair sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian path that
is not dangerous

12
Lotus St. - from S. St. Mary's to the
dead end at Hwy 37 Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block in between two mixed use business streets.
High foot traffic.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

13
Kearney Street - from South Presa
to the dead end at Hwy 37 Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

14
Leopold Street - from South Presa to
the dead end at Hwy 37 Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street

15
Panama Street - from South Presa to
the dead end at Hwy 37 Broken or missing sidewalk

Residential block connecting neighbors within 1-2 blocks of
business / mixed use.

Repair / install sidewalk to provide a continuous pedestrian
path on at least one side of the street


